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SEISMIC STRATIGRAPHIC EXPRESSION 
OF SUBMARINE FANS 

This paper presents criteria for recognizing ancient sub- 
marine fans from seismic data, and illustrates examples of 
seismically defined fans as wall as common "pitfalls" of fan 
interpretation. Submarine fans usually can be recognized 
seismically by morphology and by position in the overall 
peleogeographic setting. submarine fans are commonly re- 
lated genetically and spatially to canyons or other sediment 
transpon paths across the outer shelf and slope. although 
some "canyons" may be poorly developed or farramovedfrom 
the fan. Most sands in fans are deposited as turbidiies. 
although grain-flow. inania-flow, slump, and other mass- 
transport processes probably contribute to the fan. The 
mounded fan shape is due to concantration of material by the 
funneling action of the canyon system, and to changes in 
gradient within the canyon. Differential compaction may 
accentuate mounding. Bathymatry of the depositional site 
strongly controls fan shape. 

On seismic raflactionprofiles, thecmyon-fan system can 
be maratad Into the canvon. lower fan, umer fan. and later 

notch that servssase sediment transport path acrossthe shelf 
edga. After fan daposition, the canyon is filled with a prograd- 
ingshele-proneconfiguratlon that hasanonlap-fill transverse 
profile. The seismiccharacter of the sand-prone 1ow.r fen is 
a mound shape with a convax-upward upper surfaca. The 
internal reflection pattern is basically that of convex-upward 
reflections that downlep and terminate toward the fan edge, 
anddafina internal lobesanddepositionat axes within thefan. 
The upper fan consists of one or a few thick, sand-prone 
channalsflanlced by large, mostly silt- end shale-prone levees 
that bacoma smaller downdip. Upper fan seismic criteria 
include concave-upward upper surfaces of leveasalopingfrom 
thecemral channel. bidiractionaldownlapofconcava-upward 
internal reflections, and "bow-tie" diffractions at channel 
edges. An irregular moundy reflection pattern is commonty 
interpretedas a complexof lavaadchannals. Althoughcurrent 
modern sedimantological models assume contemporanaity of 
upper and lower fans, much of the upper fan commonly 
appears seismically to be younger than the main pen of the 
lower fan. The surface separating upper and lower fans is 
commonly charactarizad by downlap or onlapof the upper fan 
ontothelovverfan.Thissuparposition probably occurs because 
early phases of fan deposition ara moat likely to be dominated 
by coarse clasticsdapositad in the lowar-fan facies, while later 
phases era likely to be characterizad by silty to shaly claatics 
deposited in upper fan levees. 

Eustatic falls and lowstands of sea level are ttmas of 
preferential deposition of submarine fans. During eustatic 
falls, canyons are cut. shelf areas are bypassed by sediments. 
andcoarseclastics are depositiad In sand-prona lower fans at 
canyon mouths or directly on the slope or basin plain. During 
lowstands, upper fans and other slopa-fill sequences follow. 
With rise of sea level. canyons are filled predominantly with 
fine-grained material. 

. . 
canyon fill. The canyon is an elongate. commonly erosional. 
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